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Art House Conspiracies    a 60 min TV series

Synopsis Episode 1

John and Kwon are interrupted at their studio by an urgent call from 
Chandra. Her friend Alfred, an artist newly represented by the prestigious
Art House Gallery, has been found murdered. John agrees to use his special
gifts in processing information to catch the murderer. Chief Inspector 
Diaz is heading the investigation. Seeing John's ability, she welcomes his
cooperation and his Art Group. The Diaz Cop-World team, Marco, Matilda, 
and Jake leed the investigation. 

Matilda recognizes Kwon who is a famous martial arts expert.  Both the 
Cop-World team and Art Group follow up leads and gather information. 
Orchestrated by a street king, Marco and Matilda are drawn into a shoot 
out where a perp is wounded and taken into custody at a local hospital. 
Another perp escapes. Evidence indicates that possible white collar crime 
and digital material may be involved at Art House. At Alfred’s studio John
and Kwon are surprised by a knife-wielding assailant. Kwon is wounded and 
the assailant gets away. 

John’s continuing investigation indicates that a vast network of 
international corporate corruption plays a role in the management of Art 
House Gallery. The possibility that Alfred was involved in whistle blowing
suggest a new motive. Adele, the director of the gallery, seems involved. 

The new murder of a banker who is literally stapled to the wall confirms 
the big money connection. We learn more about the Art Group as they 
reconsider their involvement. Kwon and Matilda bond at the Art Bar Cafe. 
Jake learns from his mob informant that a local gang is fencing high-end 
corporate blackmail. A hit-man enters the hospital and eliminates the perp
and cop guarding him. 

Jake, incensed by the unfolding situation, convinces Amira, their 
communications officer, to hack a tap on the gallery director's phone. 
John’s own communication officer taps the same phone. A blackmail pay-off 
is set for that evening at a downtown warehouse. John, Kwon, and Diaz 
converge on the location. Kwon again battles the assailant. This time the 
assailant dies. A standoff where Adele is held hostage is resolved by the 
late arrival of Marco and Matilda in a shoot out. Four perps are 
apprehended, but the street king escapes with the flash drive and Kwon 
reinjred is hospitalized. The assailant is ID’d as Alfred’s killer, but 
the big money threads are still not resolved. John and Diaz solidify a 
respect for each other’s skills and leadership. Seeing John's devotion to 
Kwon, Matilda decides John might be OK. As he waits for Kwon to regain 
consciousness, John is sobered by the reality of battle and his own lack 
of skills. 


